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BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS, SUSTAINING 
COMMUNITIES: DECOLONIAL DIRECTIONS IN 
HIGHER ED BLUEGRASS PEDAGOGY

Travis D. Stimeling and Sophia M. Enriquez

In July 2017, essayist Ted Lehmann drew attention to bluegrass music’s increas-
ing presence in university curricula around the United States, calling upon 
directors and students of such programs to consider “whether going to col-
lege benefits students entering bluegrass programs and how it might affect the 
music itself.” Suggesting that higher education’s primary objectives are “to in-
form the past and to prepare workers for the future,” Lehmann casts university 
bluegrass programs as inherently exploitative of students, culture bearers, and 
traditions. Numerous respondents challenged Lehmann’s positions, highlight-
ing the work that university-based scholars and practitioners do to expose stu-
dents to new musical practices, guide aspiring musicians, and even critique 
prevailing norms of bluegrass culture. Perhaps most pointedly, Jocelyn Neal 
(2017) has argued that “bluegrass should go to college in all respects to take its 
place in the discourse and education of future generations of thinkers, artists, 
and leaders.”

At the crux of Lehmann’s concerns about university interests in bluegrass 
and old-time music, it seems, are anxieties about the historic role that institu-
tions of higher education have played in cultural colonization, erosion, and de-
struction.1 As ethnomusicologist Mark DeWitt (2017) has noted, this is a typical 
concern for many higher education programs in traditional music: “Tradition-
al music programs have a responsibility of conscious stewardship, lest they kill 
the very traditions they are trying to sustain. Mentors must allow students to 
find their own styles, nurture their creative voices within the traditions under 
study, and teach them to use any source material (whether it is a piece of sheet 
music or a recording) as just a starting point for learning a tune or song” (77–
8). At the same time, as the 2014 College Music Society report “Transforming 

1 The authors acknowledge that the terms “bluegrass” and “old-time” are thorny and difficult 
to define within the communities that practise them. For the purposes of this article and the program 
itself, “bluegrass” refers to the complex of commercial country music styles first associated with Bill 
Monroe, the Stanley Brothers, and Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs, while “old-time” indicates the var-
iety of string band styles associated with Appalachian contest and square dance fiddling and vocal 
styles associated with Appalachian balladry, gospel, and labour songs, among others (see Rockwell 
2012; Reish 2017).
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Music Study from Its Foundations: A Manifesto for Progressive Change in the 
Undergraduate Preparation of Music Majors” suggested, many contemporary 
undergraduate programs in music reinforce an “ethnocentric orientation of 
music studies, which carries enormous societal ramifications. Once rectified, 
the resulting change opens important avenues of learning” (Campbell et al. 
2016, 5). This article offers the possibility of decolonial Appalachian musical 
pedagogical practices. We emphasize how community relationships and what 
De Lissavoy names as a “pedagogy of lovingness” allow university-based blue-
grass practitioners to build “an awareness of cultural difference while devel-
oping an enlarged solidarity that reaches beyond the local and the nation to 
participate in the construction of a global community” (De Lissavoy 2010, 288). 
Using examples from the bluegrass and old-time ensembles at a large Appala-
chian public university, this article considers how the “bluegrass jam” might 
facilitate meaningful conversations about identity in a region subjected to col-
onial-style extraction for nearly three centuries (see Lewis et al. 1978; Nyden 
1979; Eller 2009). At the same time, this article problematizes the nature of 
the university’s simultaneous support of regional culture and the propagation 
of resource extraction and environmental decay. Taken together, this article 
proposes that decolonial pedagogical practices are of the utmost importance 
in bluegrass and old-time music instruction, as such approaches necessarily 
work against the colonial tendencies of higher education institutions by not 
only foregrounding local knowledge, but also by allowing it to inform all as-
pects of pedagogy and by holding pedagogical practices and outcomes up for 
stakeholder scrutiny.

As a co-authorship, we bring two distinct perspectives and sets of experi-
ences to this conversation about transgressive bluegrass pedagogy. We write 
together as a tenured professor who is responsible for the institutionalization 
and growth of bluegrass and old-time ensembles at West Virginia University 
(WVU) and a junior scholar who participated in the WVU Bluegrass and Old-
Time Bands as an undergraduate and is now working on a doctoral disserta-
tion that explores Latinx communities and music-making in Appalachia. Our 
applications and theorizations of what decoloniality might mean for Appa-
lachian music pedagogy is largely a result of extended conversations we have 
shared over the years that reject singular, monolithic narratives of Appala-
chian culture and push the limits of university-based learning. This collabor-
ation might be thus positioned as a manifestation of a decolonial Appalachian 
musical praxis—one that empowers a young Chicana Appalachian studies 
scholar to engage critically with traditional forms and repertoires and the hist-
ories they index, while also encouraging a seasoned instructor descended from 
white settler-colonists in the region to challenge dominant narratives and to 
unsettle his own authority to create spaces within which students can connect 
meaningfully to a variety of regional traditions and histories. In this article 
and the practices that led to its writing, we interpret decoloniality as an itera-
tive project with many possibilities, none of which are static, but all of which 
prioritize “submerged perspectives” (Gómez-Barris 2017, 1) and work toward 
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the ultimate goal of decentring—and perhaps relinquishing—university con-
trol over these traditions.

Contextualizing Bluegrass Pedagogy at West Virginia 
University
As Neal (2017) points out, bluegrass and old-time music have long associations 
with colleges and universities, whether as a subject of academic scholarship 
or as an object of musical practice. Although students frequently hosted blue-
grass and old-time jam sessions as an extracurricular activity as early as the 
folk revival movement that flourished during the early 1960s (Rosenberg 1985, 
154–8; 2018, 124–9), the formalization of a bluegrass and old-time curriculum is 
a more recent phenomenon, emerging during the early 1980s with Jack Tottle’s 
establishment of the Bluegrass, Old-Time, and Country Music program at East 
Tennessee State University and continuing through the work of the McLain 
Family (East Tennessee State Bluegrass, Old Time and Country Music Stud-
ies 2020; Jenkins 2020). More recently, degree programs at Hazard Technical 
and Community College (Kentucky), Glenville State College (West Virginia), 
and the Berklee School of Music (Massachusetts) have joined the fray, focus-
ing their curricula on the development of essential skills for success within 
the bluegrass music industry, such as applied and ensemble study, harmony, 
songwriting, arranging, and recording. On its website in September 2019, the 
International Bluegrass Music Association (IBMA) listed seventy-five faculty 
members in Canada and the United States whose work involved teaching and 
studying these musics as practitioners and scholars (International Bluegrass 
Music Association 2018).

As with instructors of other “world music” ensembles (Solis 2004; Pedroza 
2017; Talty 2017), bluegrass instructors often strike a fine balance between 
musical and cultural pedagogy. That is, instructors must determine how much 
of a premium is placed on musical performance and how much is placed on 
cultural competence. Particularly in music departments and schools of music, 
where musical performance is often deemed to be of paramount importance 
(Nettl 1995, 55–68), such demands often result in compromises between the 
ways that musical practices are taught within their traditional contexts and 
the ways that academic music departments teach music (the use of Western 
notation, for instance; see Riley 2017, 29–30). But, as is often the case, such com-
promises are not always visible to culture bearers within a particular musical 
tradition because geographic distance, cultural divisions, and financial restric-
tions often limit our abilities to connect our students with them, even if we 
bring those practitioners to campus from time to time. And, as Wangcaixuan 
(Rosa) Zhang (2018, 30) has recently observed, it may be necessary that in-
structors of world music ensembles begin “mindfully discussing and evalu-
ating the colonial baggage of WMEs [world music ensembles] … [as] a good 
entry point to begin deconstructing colonialist understandings.” As ethno-
musicologist and old-time musician Holly Riley has argued, “The methods 
and practices of old-time ensembles reflect unique features of their particular 
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university settings and larger community contexts” (Riley 2017, 4), and blue-
grass programs are no different.

The WVU Bluegrass and Old-Time Bands are housed in the WVU School 
of Music, one of three components of the university’s College of Creative 
Arts (along with schools of theatre/dance and art/design). Offering under-
graduate and graduate degrees in a number of specialties, the WVU School 
of Music has been the home of a World Music Performance Center since the 
early 1990s, when it formalized its pedagogical efforts in West African drum-
ming and expanded to include gamelan, steel band, and taiko, among many 
other non-Western and vernacular musics. Bluegrass and old-time music in-
struction was first offered at WVU in 2014 using course numbers associated 
with these world music ensembles (initially “Chamber Music: Ethnic”). Now 
known as MUSC 363: Appalachian Music Ensemble, the course is open to all 
students enrolled at the university and typically attracts a substantial number 
of music majors (undergraduate and graduate) who are looking for new-to-
them ways of making music, as well as students enrolled in other programs 
(particularly engineering and history) who bring some prior experience in the 
traditions to the course. As a consequence of a grant from the Foundation 
for Bluegrass Music, Inc., and generous private donations, students have ac-
cess to a number of instruments at no expense to them, so students who are 
violin principals can develop experience on the mandolin, guitarists can take 
up the banjo, and students who do not have an instrument at all can borrow 
one of the university’s instruments. Moreover, despite an enrolment cap of 
ten students per semester, the course is frequently over-enrolled as the result 
of student demand. As well, in the fall of 2018, an undergraduate minor in 
Appalachian Music began to be offered, adding introductory courses in music 
theory and Appalachian music and applied lessons (with classically trained 
musicians) to the ensemble course.

Ensemble instruction, in this case, works to accommodate the varying 
musical experience and technical mastery of the students in the course by cre-
ating multiple sub-ensembles that put experienced members in leadership pos-
itions. The instructor leads rehearsals for one hour each week; each ensemble is 
expected to rehearse for at least one additional hour on their own time, as well. 
Student bandleaders organize these additional rehearsals, much as section 
leaders might in a band, orchestra, or choir. During instructor-led rehearsals, 
each of the ensembles takes a turn performing their newest material or pre-
senting a song that they would like assistance with. The instructor provides 
guidance on musical and stylistic concerns and offers insights into the cultural 
contexts of the music (for example, discussing the theological underpinnings 
of a song with roots in the Pentecostal traditions and connecting those frame-
works to musical expression). At the same time, observing students are often 
called upon to offer critiques of the performances, creating a space in which 
everyone has the opportunity to take some degree of ownership away from the 
entire project.

Although students who are enrolled in the Appalachian Music minor must 
become fluent in Western notation, the group typically learns songs and tunes 
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through oral/aural methods, either after witnessing a demonstration or lis-
tening to a recording; students also occasionally use the Nashville Number 
System, a shorthand system that uses Arabic numerals in place of more fam-
iliar Roman numerals or chord names) to outline the underlying harmonic 
progression and form of the song or a transcription to learn a fiddle tune (see 
Williams 2005; for extended discussion of the use of notation in these settings, 
consult Frank 2014, 65–9; DeWitt 2017, 78; Talty 2017, 107–8, 111–12). Rehearsals 
focus on ensemble coherence, arranging, style, and context, and a premium is 
placed on each student’s individual growth. In fact, students submit monthly 
practice logs that document their practice and allow the instructor to provide 
additional resources (method books, recordings, technical tricks) to help stu-
dents reach their own performance goals.

West Virginia University is one of two land-grant universities in the state, 
a federally defined classification for an institution of higher education that is 
obligated to serve the people of its state (initially through a focus on agriculture, 
engineering, military science, and classics) in exchange for taxpayer support 
and federal land holdings (Association of Public & Land Grant Universities 
n.d.). The WVU Bluegrass and Old-Time Bands are therefore open to critique 
from community stakeholders and culture-bearers every time the group per-
forms in public, and the group’s most ardent supporters are often quick to pro-
vide the instructor with feedback on the musical performances of individual 
students, the entire ensemble, and the group’s leader, as well as the group’s 
repertoire, stage patter, and public image. As representatives of the state’s lar-
gest land-grant institution, an institution that has often exhibited condescend-
ing attitudes toward the people it is chartered to serve, the WVU Bluegrass 
and Old-Time Bands must work diligently to respond constructively to these 
critiques, because they offer valuable insights into local ways of knowing and 
place the power of representation in the hands of the people being represented. 
Otherwise, the group risks replicating the same kind of colonial attitudes and 
practices that have characterized much world music instruction in the United 
States. At the same time, it is also worth noting that, for some members of the 
local and regional communities, the university’s very presence in the bluegrass 
and old-time spaces is read as an important validation of these traditions.

Theory: Why Decolonial Pedagogy?
Proposing a decolonial bluegrass pedagogy that centres ground-level and com-
munity-oriented learning processes invokes a rich body of scholarship that 
considers the transgressive potential of applied decolonial practices (Mackinlay 
2015). Although the emergence of post-colonial and decolonial studies in the 
1980s and 1990s paralleled a boom in higher education world music programs, 
attention to decoloniality as a guiding theoretical framework has been mov-
ing slowly in both Appalachian studies and ethnomusicology broadly. Still, 
contemporary writing on Appalachian music reflects a shift from more exclu-
sionary performance practices and elite white dominant identities to the im-
portance of grassroots and community-based music initiatives and efforts that 
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specifically make space for queer people and people of colour (see, for example, 
the Shout and Shine Festival, Rhiannon Giddens’s “Our Native Daughters” 
project, #queergrass, and #blackgirlbanjomagic) (see Thompson 2012; Baird 
2018; Hausman 2018; Price 2018; Hight 2019). The work of expanding Appala-
chian music’s reach to more diverse communities directly involves members 
of those communities. Establishing relationships with community members 
and efforts already in place prove crucial for the vast potential of decoloni-
al work within Appalachian studies and world music studies. Our notion of 
decolonial bluegrass pedagogy fundamentally acknowledges that contesting 
claims of tradition and progress in Appalachian music have made space for 
few while silencing the voices of many. Decoloniality and decolonial pedagogy, 
then, are positioned here as a way to confront and rethink violent histories and, 
first and foremost, as a way for marginalized communities to create their own 
pedagogical and participatory musical space through collaboration. At WVU, 
collaboration has taken many forms, but perhaps none more powerful than the 
participation of students of colour, international students, and queer students 
in the program’s activities.

The ideologies of decolonial pedagogy simultaneously disrupt assumptions 
about participatory music making and strengthen possibilities for space-mak-
ing. In 2010, Noah De Lissovoy theorized a “curriculum against domination” 
that considers global systems of power and the ways in which decoloni-
al thought might be leveraged to construct systems of education that evoke 
counter-narratives of global power. He also suggested a “pedagogy of loving-
ness” as an educational praxis that “builds local and global solidarities based 
on the principles of coexistence and kindredness” (De Lissovoy 2010, 280). 
Framing decolonial pedagogy in terms of both local and global social relation-
ships lends itself well to concentrated, specific pedagogic practices (such as the 
one we focus on) and more comprehensive pedagogical models of world music. 
In both such instances, we suggest that the “pedagogy of lovingness” that De 
Lissovoy describes effectively and necessarily captures the spirit of relationality 
in Appalachian music-making.

Recent conversations in the fields of U.S. ethnomusicology and music edu-
cation, too, have begun to explore the decolonial and relational possibilities of 
ethnographic research that centres indigeneity and indigenous epistemologies. 
Luis Chávez and Russell P. Skelchy (2019) have argued that “decolonization for 
music studies engages with 1) decentering western art music as the focus of 
music studies, 2) listening to and implementing indigenous and non-Eurocen-
tric methodologies and knowledge systems, and 3) implementing decoloniz-
ing approaches in the classroom and in research practice” (118). During the 

“Indigenizing Ethnomusicology” roundtable discussion at the 2018 Society for 
Ethnomusicology meeting, for instance, discussants noted the ways in which 
indigeneity emphasizes teaching practices that centre relationships to sound, 
relationships between and among students and teachers, and relationships to 
land and place (Diamond et al .2018). We acknowledge that decolonial meth-
ods and pedagogies are not synonymous with scholarship that interrogates 
indigeneity as a response to violent histories of coloniality, and we make no 
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claims to such distinctions. Rather, we consider that the multidimensional re-
lationalities illuminated by the roundtable discussants provide an understand-
ing of emergent ethnomusicological practices as very much focused on human 
interconnectedness. As a consequence, decolonial bluegrass pedagogy, as prac-
tised at WVU, deliberately and intentionally—although imperfectly—builds 
bridges between local communities of practice and university students in an 
effort to connect the program’s work to the people and places who sustain it.

A bluegrass pedagogy that prioritizes relationality might most significantly 
gesture toward Appalachia’s complex history of relationships to land and Ap-
palachian residents’ relationships to home and place. These relationships have 
been taken up fundamentally and extensively in Appalachian studies (see Reid 
2005; Billings 2016, 61–2; Fisher and Smith 2016). The notion that Appalachia 
is an “internal colony” emerged in Harry M. Caudill’s influential Night Comes 
to the Cumberlands (1962, 325) and was expanded by sociologist Helen Lewis 
during the 1970s to explain the impacts of extractive economies such as coal, 
oil, and natural gas development on the region and its people (see Lewis et al. 
1978). Despite its value as a way to understand current economic and social 
challenges throughout parts of the region, though, the internal colony model 
typically ignores the role of the recently colonized in the colonization of Ap-
palachian lands in the eighteenth century (Smith 2016, 73) and is “essentialis-
tic … in how it conceptualized the mountain South” (Billings and Blee 2000, 
14). Most recently, Jacob L. Stump (2018, 154) offered a relational-decolonial 
framework for Appalachia by suggesting that “conceptualizing colonialism as 
a relationship (or set of relationships) between colonizer and colonized, where 
differences between self and other are rendered starkly unequal and open to 
intervention (in terms of health, education, religion, economy, political institu-
tions, language, and dialect, etc.), serves to open up possibilities for empirical 
study and theorization.” As such, even as the descendants of eighteenth-cen-
tury colonists might find themselves subjected to industrial colonization, such 
a relational model allows us to view those same descendants as the benefici-
aries of settler colonialism and challenges us to consider how effectively those 
descendants might be able to participate in decolonial projects.

Significant to the ways a decolonial bluegrass pedagogy might exist within 
structures of higher education—and specifically, the land grant institution—
are the harmful legacies of physical and economic resources extraction from 
the Appalachian region that Stump gestures toward. In some ways, a model of 
bluegrass pedagogy like that of WVU’s, which involves regular tours to public 
schools in the state, might implicitly resemble colonial power and activities of 
extraction. That is, West Virginia University might be seen as exploiting the 
traditional musical practices of its state’s residents in an effort to appear more 
socially engaged than it is and to prove that, despite its entanglements with the 
coal, oil, natural gas, and timber industries, the university is generally com-
mitted to the welfare of all the state’s residents. In fact, the university has regu-
larly drawn attention to the work of the WVU Bluegrass and Old-Time Bands 
in its publicity materials, with the full support and cooperation of the ensem-
ble’s director, and the ensemble has sought donations to support the program 
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through official university channels (see Mazzella 2016). Moreover, in a video 
piece used to introduce university president Gordon Gee’s annual “State of the 
University” address, footage of the WVU Bluegrass and Old-Time Bands was 
presented with a voiceover arguing that “we are elevating Appalachian arts 
and culture in the context of our nation’s history,” fully articulating the coloni-
al attitudes that are often reflected in the work of land grant universities (West 
Virginia University 2019).

A relational-decolonial pedagogic framework, however, allows for the resitu-
ating of colonialist models for public education into more intimate, commun-
ity-focused spaces. In the case of bluegrass programs at institutions of higher 
education, intentional and personal relationships with local churches, public 
schools, and community service organizations not only acknowledge connec-
tions to land and place but serve the overall purpose of the public institution 
to return resources to, rather than extract from, local populations. Elizabeth 
Mackinlay (2015, 381), for instance, has challenged applied ethnomusicologists 
to accept the “response-ability of the ethnomusicologist, our capacity to re-
spond to the call to decolonize” and has called for ethnomusicologists to ques-
tion the presumed expertise of academics and to listen more carefully to the 
voices of the colonized. As she observes, “We have an ethical obligation to act 
on … [our] wide awakeness to the ways in which we continue to ‘be-in-rela-
tion’ to colonialism” (392). That is, by constantly taking stock of the ways that 
our work is shaped by colonial attitudes and practices and by re-narrating our 
own implications as colonial actors, we can continue to refine our decolonial 
practice as we work with people in both intimate spaces and on large scales 
(393–4). In particular, the WVU Bluegrass and Old-Time Bands frequently 
perform in public schools around the state, focusing on rural and underserved 
schools that other WVU ensembles do not visit; only in rare instances does the 
program request travel assistance from the schools that it visits, instead rely-
ing primarily on donations and occasional paid performances for university 
events for financial support, a practice that is intended to alleviate the finan-
cial pressures on the program’s hosts. In these public school concerts, univer-
sity students perform music from the region as well as occasional bluegrass 
covers of contemporary popular songs, while the director shares stories about 
the historical contexts of the music and invokes the names of local practition-
ers of these styles. For example, a performance in Monongalia County, where 
WVU is located, might include a discussion of beloved local fiddler Elmer Rich, 
while a performance in the southern coalfield community of Matewan might 
include a discussion of the music’s connections to the local labour movement 
and the historic “mine wars” that took place there in the early twentieth cen-
tury. Through this work, then, the WVU Bluegrass and Old-Time Bands re-
inforce the value of local musical practices and to provide cultural education 
that is grounded not in grand narratives but in the nuances of local history 
and lore. At the same time, using storytelling as a decolonial tool allows for 
the mobilization of lived experiences and stories toward the project of decol-
oniality, reimagining the narratives of Appalachia’s white settler colonial his-
tory embedded in bluegrass music as a way to prompt reflection and critical 
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conversation that challenges the very performance traditions from which they 
come (see Teves 2018, 113–45).

Another important way that the WVU Bluegrass and Old-Time Bands cul-
tivate decoloniality through relationships is in jam sessions, whether during 
in-class jams or within the community. Many bluegrass and old-time music 
programs encourage students to participate in jam sessions, and the WVU 
program is no different (see Titon 2009, 122; Riley 2017, 41–5). Participation 
in local jam sessions, we argue, is vital to decolonial practice, as it affords stu-
dents a wide range of hands-on experiences with the musical styles they are 
studying in an academic performance setting within the contexts in which it is 
typically performed and with the people to whom these traditions matter the 
most. At the same time, it provides an opportunity for members of local jam 
sessions to serve as mentors to aspiring musicians and to create opportunities 
for dialogue about important community issues.

Bluegrass and old-time jam sessions typically take place within circles, 
which provide a convenient metaphor for thinking about decolonial pedagogy 
in praxis. Specifically, the jam circle offers a critical lens through which to view 
the socio-spatial politics of inclusion. Decolonial practice necessarily critiques 
the jam circle resemblance of a physical margins-centre model. The structure 
of a jam involves musicians who are seated or standing in a circle, at once 
implying physical access granted to those considered a part of the circle and 
the liminality of those outside the circle. The structure of the jam circle also 
suggests a coherent, bound, unified performance practice. Jams that develop 
localized practices, such as a distinct bodily gesture, that signal musicians to 
end a song, however, push against this suggestion. In this way, the bluegrass 
and old-time jam circle is a set of paradoxes, simultaneously suggesting coher-
ence and flexibility, inclusion and exclusion, and participation and preclusion.

Thomas Turino, in his extensive writing on “musical participation,” fre-
quently points to old-time jams as a particularly vibrant site for the explora-
tion of participation as both a musical and social phenomenon (Turino 2008, 
155–88; 2018). Reflecting on nearly five decades of participation in old-time 
musicking, Turino notes that old-time string band music is commonly per-
formed and transmitted within the context of the jam session. But, unlike jam 
sessions in other contexts (such as jazz) where the jam may be a site to dem-
onstrate one’s prowess over other participating musicians, “events designated 
as jams are participatory by nature, and ostensibly, anyone at any skill level is 
welcome” (2018, 23). As such, old-time jams frequently come close to Turino’s 
ideal form of participation in which everyone “contribut[es] to the sound and 
motion of a musical event through dancing, singing, clapping, and playing 
musical instruments when each of these activities is considered integral to the 
performance” (2008, 28). Or, as Turino has suggested more recently, truly par-
ticipatory performances occur “when all contributions are deemed valuable, 
indeed necessary, for the success of the performance” (2018, 18). It is this sense 
of participatory performance that is particularly potent for the decolonization 
of bluegrass and old-time pedagogy. Bluegrass and old-time jam sessions re-
quire everyone to participate in their own particular way, and a jam’s success 
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or failure is often determined not only by the quality of the musicianship, but 
by the quality of the social fellowship between tunes and between jam sessions. 
It is through these social interactions that jam sessions become places where 
local and regional knowledge can be transmitted: local and regional reper-
toires and styles are demonstrated and learned (24); stories about locally and 
regionally significant musicians are shared; and musical networks are estab-
lished and reinforced. As such, the jam session is a space in which the tradition 
can be sustained (Schippers 2016; Grant 2016) in a manner that is already well 
established and maintained by its practitioners. But, as Riley (2017, 41–5) notes, 
jam sessions often differ from ensemble rehearsals in substantive ways, and 
the sociocultural differences between those settings might discourage students 
from participating in the local jam community.

To help students navigate the jam session environment successfully, stu-
dents in the WVU Bluegrass and Old-Time Bands are expected to partici-
pate in a local jam session at least once each month. Jam sessions are held in a 
variety of venues around town, from local cafes and night spots to academic 
buildings on the WVU campus. Each of these jam sessions maintains its own 
distinct characteristics, even as individual musicians occasionally move freely 
among them. One jam session, for instance, is particularly welcoming of new 
musicians, playing tunes at slow to moderate tempos and encouraging new-
comers to join the main group, while another session typically includes highly 
experienced musicians who prefer to play at brisker tempos. Some jam sessions 
favour fiddle tunes, while others prefer bluegrass songs. Students are provided 
a number of options, then, to allow them to fit a session into their busy sched-
ules, to find a space in which they feel safe to participate (as defined by many 
factors), and to work with a community that challenges them musically.

At the beginning of each semester, students are provided with a list of regu-
lar jam sessions in the community, along with a short, but vital “community 
engagement” assignment. In this assignment, students are required to provide 
photographic evidence of their active participation (i.e., a “selfie” with their in-
strument in hand) and a brief response to two questions: 1) What did you learn 
musically from your participation in the jam? and 2) What did you learn about 
the community from your participation in the jam? These responses are submit-
ted to the instructor via email shortly after the jam session to document their 
participation; the instructor also offers brief feedback on their work, sometimes 
taking the form of encouragement (“I’m proud of you for taking the chance to 
lead a tune!”) or further recommendations (“If you like the way they do that 
song, you might want to listen to this recording”). As students continue to par-
ticipate in the WVU ensembles over successive semesters, they often feel deeply 
imbricated within the local musical community and provide guidance for less 
experienced students who are participating for the first time. These assignments 
allow students to situate themselves as part of a local community beyond the 
walls of the university. The relationships formed by community engagement as-
signments allow both out-of-state and in-state students to nourish relationships 
with local musicians who often afford them performance opportunities outside 
of the university setting while also equipping them with knowledge and skills 
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in regional musical practices (see De Lissovoy 2010). Especially for music edu-
cation majors, this allows for a higher level of cultural competence in student 
teaching placements and regional job placements. Because of such entrances 
into bluegrass and old-time communities in Morgantown, West Virginia, sev-
eral students have since gone on to form their own groups that perform a variety 
of folk music traditions across the Appalachian region and the globe.

Community engagement decentres the instructor and formal instruction, 
yet another useful tool in the decolonization of bluegrass pedagogy (cf. Chávez 
and Skelchy 2019). Because these jam sessions create spaces for students and 
community members to get to know one another through a shared interest 
in bluegrass and old-time music, pedagogical relationships are often formed 
between students and local musicians, whether through the informal passing 
of tunes and techniques from one to another or through more formal mechan-
isms. In fact, some students in the ensemble have sought out local musicians 
for formal lessons and have brought their newfound expertise to bear during 
ensemble rehearsals by teaching repertoire and techniques to other ensemble 
members. Moreover, the instructor does not usually participate in these com-
munity jam sessions, allowing them to be spaces in which the authority of the 
instructor is not present and creating the possibility for students to take more 
direct ownership over their own learning. As such, the knowledge of the local 
community is foregrounded in these settings, and it comes to shape the activ-
ities that unfold within ensemble rehearsals and performances.

Nevertheless, we note the potential limitations of the jam session as a decol-
onial space. As Helen O’Shea (2006–7, 1) has remarked in her ethnographic study 
of Irish traditional music sessions, “Expectations of musical community, and 
claims to have located it, are common to scholarly and popular narratives about 
music of many genres and locations—cathartic narratives that begin with the 
beauty of the rainbow and end with an eloquent account of the golden booty it 
yields.” She notes especially that “newcomers” and interlopers (as these students 
certainly are at the beginning of their journeys) can be seen as diminishing the 
quality of the sessions (7) and may lead “many of the highest-status musicians 
[to] avoid playing in public sessions (10). Moreover, O’Shea observes, the entire 
notion of “local” is often complicated by the presence of musicians who travel 
from neighbouring communities or visit from other parts of the world to par-
ticipate in the session (7–8). These factors are most certainly at work in the com-
munity that the WVU Bluegrass and Old-Time Bands’ students engage with. 

“Local” jam session participants sometimes drive more than two hours round-
trip each week, and several of the most celebrated musicians in the community 
do not participate in the jam scene. Further ethnographic engagement with the 
dynamics of the jam sessions that WVU students participate in will be neces-
sary to determine the success or failure of these particular decolonial efforts.

Conclusion: Applied Trajectories
As evidence of the decolonial pedagogic practices put forth here, students often 
describe feeling deeper connections to place and a commitment to building 
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lives in West Virginia upon graduation after visiting schools throughout the 
state, helping to reverse the “brain drain” that has commonly been associated 
with attainment of higher education in rural areas (Sherman and Sage 2011). 
Furthermore, through regular engagements with individuals at jam sessions, 
students are able to learn the textures of places and the communities that call 
them home, to develop an understanding of the dynamics of local life, and to 
cultivate a respect for the individual and the community that ultimately re-
sists exploitation. This connectivity, however, also reflects the tension of what 
it means to decolonize Appalachian music: the ability of bluegrass to foster 
global understanding and build more inclusive communities is problematized 
by its inherent connection to perpetually abusive and disenfranchising insti-
tutional models at the local, state, and national levels. Transgressive bluegrass 
pedagogy may be appropriately limited by histories of indigenous erasure for 
which the narrative of Anglo-Appalachian music-making is a painful reminder. 
A nuanced decolonial model of music learning that centres relationality, prac-
tises reflexivity, works towards inclusivity, and teaches the music of Indigenous, 
Black, Latinx, and other historically racialized groups in Appalachia will never 
be enough to rectify the damage caused by centuries of settler colonialism.

Despite these limitations and tensions, and perhaps because of them, we 
believe that a decolonial pedagogy of bluegrass and old-time music has great 
potential to support the creation of more just, equitable, and inclusive environ-
ments within the Appalachian region and beyond. The decolonial direction of 
bluegrass pedagogy deliberately invites people from different backgrounds to 
come together around a shared project while decentring the instructor’s ex-
pertise and allowing for greater collective ownership of the work. It critiques 
conventional narratives and makes those critiques concrete through collabor-
ation, dialogue, and direct action. It seeks out the palimpsests left behind as a 
result of colonial cultural erasure and amplifies the voices of people who have 
been silenced. And, within the context of a land-grant institution, it shifts in-
stitutional power away from faculty and administrators who might have good 
intentions but competing priorities and places it in the hands of the very stu-
dents whose future well-being is often threatened by the neo-liberal attitudes 
and practices in higher education.
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ABSTRACT
Recent debates about bluegrass music’s place in higher education have highlighted 
anxieties about the historic role that institutions of higher education have played in 
cultural colonization, erosion, and destruction. Using examples from the bluegrass 
band at a large Appalachian public university, this essay considers how the “bluegrass 
jam” might facilitate meaningful conversations about identity in a region subjected 
to colonial-style extraction for nearly three centuries. At the same time, this article 
problematizes the nature of the university’s simultaneous support of regional culture 
and the propagation of resource extraction and environmental decay.

RÉSUMÉ
Les récentes discussions sur la place de la musique bluegrass dans l’enseignement 
supérieur ont soulevé des inquiétudes quant au rôle historique que les établissements 
d’enseignement supérieur ont joué dans la colonisation, l’érosion et la destruction cul-
turelles. Prenant pour exemple le groupe de bluegrass d’une grande université pub-
lique des Appalaches, cet essai examine comment le « bluegrass jam » pourrait faciliter 
des conversations utiles sur l’identité dans une région soumise à l’ascendance du style 
colonial depuis près de trois siècles. En même temps, cet article problématise la nature 
du soutien simultané de l’université à la culture régionale et à la propagation de l’ex-
traction des ressources ainsi que de la dégradation de l’environnement.
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